


Design + Development

The Boss Design Group brand has become a 
global success. Our focus on innovation and 

product design has made this possible. 

Boss Design’s unique ingredient is our ability to 
tailor products to suit our client’s requirements 
We are always happy to sit down and discuss 
collaborative projects and the development of 
bespoke designs with clients looking to invest 

in rebranding and refurbishment programs.   

Our Design and Development Team is made 
up of designers, engineers, model-makers and 
upholsterers; a permanent team of nine people 

at Boss Design and three people at Lyndon 
Design are supported by an international 
network of freelancers with wide-ranging 

skills and experience to help drive our product 
development program forward and ensure 

that the products we manufacture are as 
environmentally friendly, ergonomically sound 

and inspiringly formed as possible.   



Coza



Coza

Coza is a task chair that boasts extraordinary comfort and 
dynamic support by using the natural flexibility of a single 
ribbon of material. Created in collaboration with renowned 
German furniture designer, Martin Ballendat, Coza is the 
perfect chair to facilitate flexible working in a modern office. 

http://www.boss-design.co.uk/coza




Mea



Mea

Mea is a sophisticated, self-adjusting work chair that 
is available in high or low-back options and features 

matching or contrasting seat and backrest liners. These 
may be specified as upholstered or veneered. 

With a soft, organic and fairly traditional aesthetic, Mea is 
also available as a high-back executive chair.



Alexa

Alexa is the ultimate executive chair and sofa collection. 
Sophisticated, sleek and with an echo of minimalist design, 
Alexa is a bold new addition to the Boss Design portfolio 
ideally suited to corporate reception and executive lounge 
areas. 

Fully upholstered in any fabric or leather, Alexa is the 
perfect statement piece guaranteed to impress visitors and 
employees alike.



Marnie



Marnie

An exciting fusion of elegant design, premium upholstery 
and attention to detail, Marnie is a lounge chair collection 
which embodies luxury and style. This understated 
collection features a high and low back arm chair, with its 
full body and angular back shape lending itself perfectly to 
versatile upholstery.



Portal Media Unit



Portal Media Unit

External Power unit with
1 x UK power socket
2 x usb ports for fast charge
1 x HDMI + usb

Internal power unit
2 x UK power sockets
TV/ Monitor not supplied
Supports monitors from 40” to 48”
VESA Flat Display Mounting Interface
(FDMI) compatible: Variant F

Front and rear panels upholstered in any fabric
Front and rear panels available in veneered
Black American Walnut and Oak
5 coat hangers at the back
Rear panel available as a whiteboard - writable and 
magnetic
Metal frame powdercoated to RAL 9010



Agent



Agent

An incredibly hard-wearing and robust construction. 
This versatile offering is Ideal for meetings, boardrooms, 
breakouts and visitor seating. To achieve the comfort levels 
for which Lyndon is renowned, both the dining chair and bar 
stool incorporate a generous scoop to the seat, whilst the 
lounge chair offers a slight back recline. A frame in Black 
American Walnut or European Oak is complemented by fine 
fabric upholstery in a range of colours.



Agent - Meeting &
Touchdown Tables 

Collection includes Dining chair, Lounge chair and Bar Stool
Fixed CMHR foam seat and back
Top stitch detail
Available in American Black Walnut or European Oak
All Agent tables are delivered to site preassembled, 
please ensure that you can accommodate the size of table 
at all entry points.



Lexe



Lexe

The newest addition to the Lyndon family is elegant and 
luxurious, a must for any contemporary interior. 

Available as a compact sofa, large sofa and matching arm 
chair, it can be upholstered in any fabric or leather and 
comes with either an European Oak or American Black 
Walnut under frame.
Its foam seat and back cushions provide durability needed 
whilst not compromising on comfort or design. 

The attention to detail and striking design makes this 
collection is perfect for a wide variety of interiors, including 
corporate office receptions, executive meeting areas and 
hospitality environments.



Luge



Luge

Ideal for executive reception areas and the hospitality 
environment, Luge one of Lyndon’s most popular seating 
collections has now been extended, with the addition of the 
new Luge side table and coffee table.  

Available in various sizes and finished with either an 
European Oak or a American Black Walnut under frame, it 
complements the existing armchair 
and two seat sofa perfectly.

Both side and coffee tables come with a veneered table top, 
however a white table top can be specified upon request.



Axim



Axim

Axim oozes contemporary style with its slim, linear design 
and refined twin-stitch detail.

It’s soft and supple upholstery is complemented by deep 
layers of responsive foam cushion, providing an unrivalled 
level of comfort amongst its contemporaries. Resting 
upon firm, polished aluminium feet, Axim can be fully 
upholstered in any fabric or leather of your choice, with 
two-tones being particularly attractive.

Whether you choose the armchair, two or three-seat sofa, 
you’re guaranteed the perfect balance between softness 
and support.



Trafik



Trafik

Trafik is a highly versatile range of easy to use flip-top 
tables from Komac. The simple mechanism enables Trafik 
to be conveniently nested together when space is at a 
premium. Trafik is ideally suited for use in boardrooms, 
training, meeting or conference environments.

The Trafik range comes with a 5-year guarantee and is 
manufactured in the UK to the highest standard. It can 
be simply assembled by a single person in a very short 
time and when linked together will create a configuration 
of your choice. Its steel leg frames are fitted with castors, 
complete with braking facility. 



Raft+



If you’re looking to stay ahead in flexible design, then Raft+ is your 
solution. A modular system offering endless configuration possibilities, 
Raft+ breathes life into office and hospitality settings, giving you the 
power to control and style your space.

Raft+ includes straight and curved single, double and triple units, 
benches and corner pieces. Organically shaped to inspire your 
surroundings, Raft+ can be specified in two distinct back heights, 
two base options and with power and data modules giving you more 
choice than ever before.

Raft+



Raft+

Opt for a traditional look with a timeless banquette combination or 
create that modern collaborative environment. 

Ultimately, with Raft+ the choice is always yours.



Snug



Snug

Snug provides a self-contained workspace, its acoustic 
properties helping to zone out surrounding noise, making 
it the ideal place to work by yourself or collaboratively.

Snug uses a simple yet clever method of construction, 
which enables quick and easy assembly and 
reconfiguration. Using shared components also enables 
existing configurations to be easily extended with 
additional booths that provide a flexible and economical 
solution to suit your changing needs.
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Lyndon Design
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